









Radiance or Reflection:  
Techniques for Chrysography in thirteenth-century panel painting

As a fairly young discipline, technical art history has largely centred on Italian dugento painting, rather than on thirteenth-century icons, despite some recent major exhibitions.​[1]​ This is due to the survival of larger numbers of dugento paintings in Italy than in the east, their comparative accessibility to conservators and art historians, and the Italian origin of the fullest technical manual of medieval painting practice, Cennino Cennini’s  Il Libro dell’ Arte.​[2]​ Even so, within the existing published technical literature, there has been little study specifically of chrysography.​[3]​  In single-painting studies where chrysography is present, it receives little attention, despite representing among the final touches of the artist on a painting, the golden highlighting in effect providing the divine light.​[4]​ Even where the chrysography has been determined to be of technical interest, as in the case of the thirteenth-century panel painting from Trogir in Dalmatia, Croatia, groundbreaking findings are limited to a single unreferenced published paragraph.​[5]​

This is therefore the first technically-minded examination of chrysography specifically, as well as the first to begin to assess the range of gilding techniques used on select icons from St Catherine’s Monastery, Sinai, compared with works from the Tuscan context. It must be stressed that the study is largely observation-based and has involved only limited instrumental analysis.​[6]​ Nonetheless, examination of the painting surface under magnification can be highly revelatory, even if little can be said, for example, about the composition of mordants. What has been revealed whilst looking a broad range of thirteenth-century paintings, and especially those of eastern origin, is a hitherto little discussed diversity of materials and techniques used for representing chrysography, particularly in the eastern works. Some of these exhibit the pre-cutting of gold leaf before its application to panels, others the use of sgraffito for chrysography, seemingly prior to its widespread adoption in Italian panel painting.

A summary of historic gilding practices from late antiquity until the fourteenth century

Gilding techniques are outlined in numerous artists’ treatises and recipe collections from late antiquity, the medieval period, and in Dionysius of Fourna’s eighteenth-century Post-Byzantine manual on icon painting technique. These technical texts are geographically and temporally disparate and often describe practices from the panel painting, wall painting and manuscript traditions.

Any close reading of the texts must be tempered by an awareness of the geographical and temporal spread of such treatises, as well as the specific traditions they might represent. For example, Cennino’s treatise is thought to have been written in north Italy in the 1390s or 1400s. By the point at which he was writing, as an expatriate Florentine of the Giottesque tradition, Italian painting had taken a very different turn from the 1260s, at which time Pisa and Siena were flourishing centres of panel painting production. Cennino’s treatise closely compared with panel paintings indicates that there was significant technical continuity and tradition, but it is important to focus on the practices of distinct craftsmen and regions as demonstrated by surviving paintings and sculpture, as well as on this key textual source.

Water gilding
Water gilding is the process of gilding with leaves of gold, tin, silver or part-gold onto a moistened ground, poliment or bole layer so that it can be burnished to a deep shine. ​[7]​ The deep, rich, gilded backgrounds of many icons and early Italian paintings are decorated using this technique and its variations. In order to be burnished, the ground, bole or poliment layer has to be bound with an aqueous medium – glair or animal glue adhesive – hence the term water gilding. Indeed, an aqueous binding medium is a prerequisite for burnishing. A number of different metal leaves have been identified in water gilding on early Italian panel paintings, specifically silver, part-gold and gold leaf.​[8]​ Silver leaf and part-gold have a tendency to tarnish and survive poorly.​[9]​ 

In her 2006 article on medieval water gilding, Nadolny outlines the textual sources for the process.​[10]​ The Lucca Codex 490, of the late eighth or early ninth century A.D. refers to the production of gold and silver leaf, and to burnishing, but not to the act of gilding. The process of water gilding is referred to in the Mappae Clavicula (with an earliest surviving manuscript of the ninth century), Theophilus’ De diversis artibus (twelfth century) and Peter of St-Omer, Liber de coloribus faciendis (thirteenth century).​[11]​ Cennino Cennini gives a full account of the practise of water gilding over red bole.​[12]​ In the Italian context, water gilding over smoothed gesso and, later, pigmented underlayers other than red bole appears to have predated the red bole tradition.​[13]​ As Nadolny demonstrates, the idea of the use of red bole has anachronistically been applied to all gilding. In fact, ‘ground gilding’ is the earlier method, red bole being adopted for use chiefly because of its imparting of a warm colour to the leaf.

The red bole tradition still prevailed in icon painting at the time Dionysius of Fourna wrote his eighteenth-century Painter’s Manual.​[14]​ There are differences in his and Cennino’s recipes,  largely centred on the composition of the bole and the use of alcohol spirits as gilding water. 

Water gilding can also be observed on some pre-iconoclastic icons, such as the seventh-century Icon of Christ/The Ancient of Days from the Monastery of St Catherine’s in Sinai.  In this fascinating icon, the central part of the painting has the brushy and pastose appearance of an encaustic painting, and the gilded lines of chrysography on the robes of Christ are delineated with incisions and undertaken with a mordant gilded technique (perhaps onto softened wax or with a low-body mordant). 

However, the background of the icon, outside Christ’s rainbow mandorla has the smoothed burnished surface and cracquelure pattern of water gilding over gesso. Encaustic painting is naturally impasted. Therefore it does not lend itself well to smoothly gilded backgrounds. To this effect, water gilding methods were developed. It seems probable therefore that Christ as the Ancient of Days comes from a technically transitional time in icon painting in which the desire for a smooth gilded background led to a technical shift away from the vigorous rough surfaces of encaustic.​[15]​ Christ as the Ancient of Days is not alone in exhibiting this mixed technique. Another pre-iconoclastic icon at the Bohdan and Varvara Khaneko Museum of Arts in Kiev, a sixth-century icon of the Mother of God appears to have the same division between the encaustic centre and the gesso, water gilded background, as evident from thick impasted wax, and characteristic water gilding crack patterns.​[16]​ 

Mordant gilding
The other main variant of gilding used on panel painting is mordant gilding. A mordant is an adhesive for metal leaf consisting typically of pigments in a usually non-aqueous medium such as oil and/or resin, but can sometimes be a combination of pigments and garlic. Mordants are generally brush applied and are often used for gilded linear patterns on drapery.​[17]​ As such, mordant gilding comes at a later stage in the making process than water gilding, which, in the Italian and Byzantine paintings of the thirteenth century is undertaken before painting. Unlike water gilding, mordant gilded cannot be burnished, though it can be smoothed or tamped down. For this reason, mordant gilding is quite visually distinct, being matter in appearance than water gilding.

Various treatises of late antiquity and the medieval period describe recipes for mordants. 
John of Modena’s Experimenta de Coloribus (pre-1410),  compiled by Jehan le Begue has recipes for both an oil-based mordant which contains a little resin, and a water-based garlic mordant.​[18]​ In the eastern tradition, mordants of both these compositions are described by Dionysius of Fourna. The fourteenth-fifteenth century Strasbourg Manuscript provides both recipes and a method for mordant gilding.​[19]​ Cennino Cennini has the fullest account among the historical manuscripts, even describing how to adjust the drying properties of oil-based mordants.​[20]​ 

The composition of mordants varies both in recipe books and in mordants found on paintings and sculptures and subjected to analytical study, but they all consist of a combination of dry pigments and a sticky binding medium. There are four main reasons that pigments might be used in a mordant. Firstly as a siccative, secondly to be readily visible to the artist during the application of gold leaf, thirdly to impart a colour (such as a warm tone) onto gold leaf and finally for use as a bulking agent if a raised line is desirable for the artist.​[21]​ The pigments listed in recipe books usually consist of good driers, such as iron-containing earth pigments, lead pigments and copper pigments. A variety of adhesives might also be used in mordant gilding, but among those tested oil and/or resin based mordants are the most commonly found.​[22]​ As with water gilding methods, different metal leaves could be applied to mordants, chiefly beaten silver and gold, part gold (a beaten layered alloy of silver and gold) and tin. Among the earliest instances of the use of part gold on Italian paintings found so far is the Madonna del Popolo.​[23]​ 

Powdered or shell gold
Shell gold is powdered gold bound in gum arabic.​[24]​ It is more expensive per centimetre than gold leaf and is mainly found in the manuscript context. It is thought that the appearance of shell gold on panel paintings might be duller than with either water gilding or mordant gilding techniques. Shell gold has not often been found in panel painting pre-dating the fifteenth century. Both shell gold and mordant gilding were found on the fourteenth-century San Pier Maggiore altarpiece by Jacopo di Cione, the mordant gilding having been undertaken close to the technique described by Cennino Cennini.​[25]​ Shell gold is found more commonly on fifteenth-century Italian painting, though sparingly used, for example in the work of Botticelli.​[26]​  The use of shell gold cannot be entirely ruled out from the paintings studied, as it cannot readily be identified without sample-taking. However, the chrysography of many of the Sinai icons examined exhibit characteristics that differ from the appearance of shell gold. For example, pre-cut gold leaf techniques, as outlined later, are highly unlikely to be confused with shell gold as the hard, cut edges of the leaf are readily visible. In mordant gilding undertaken using the method described by Cennino, the breaks between different pieces of gold leaf are often visible, a phenomenon which again would be lacking from shell gilded chrysography. 

Summary of techniques used in the making of chrysography
About forty works were examined closely in London, at St Catherine’s Monastery in Sinai, Egypt and in Florence, Siena, Pisa, Perugia, Orvieto and Arezzo in Italy. The icons and panel paintings were examined under magnification and using a light source, unless otherwise stated in the catalogue entry. Paintings key to the discussions in the main part of this book are in a catalogue that follows, although works of art for which no additional technical information could be gleaned, such as mosaics in the Florence Duomo and at St Catherine’s Sinai, are not included. Where relevant, other works of art are referred to throughout this chapter. For each painting, the different methods of gilding used were assessed and recorded, generally and then specifically in relation to the technique of chrysography.

Sgraffito
In order for chrysography to be represented using sgraffito , the painting is readied up until the point of water gilding. This involves the preparation of the panel, its priming and preparatory layers, the application of a linen cloth, the application and smoothing of gesso in several layers, the demarcation of where gilding is to go using incised lines or (usually later in date) underdrawing, the application of bole or another underlayer for the gilding, and then the application of gold leaf and its burnishing. Those areas designated to receive chrysography are then painted. Finally, the chrysography is shaped and determined via the subtractive process of sgraffito, literally using a point or stylus to scrape away the paint to reveal the gold beneath. 

An advantage of the technique is that the freehand shapes can be fluid and curved, as handling the point is like handling a stylus on a wax tablet. Another advantage is that it is not necessary to resort to the use of another, different paint medium, or a several stage process to undertake chrysography. 

The main disadvantage of the technique is that it involves painting over the burnished gold. There are two key drawbacks to this, firstly paint applied over burnished gold has little key or grip and so can be prone to flaking away. Secondly, there is greater cost in gilding areas of a painting that are going to remain hidden beneath paint, such as faces and the large parts of drapery. Therefore, where sgraffito is used to represent chrysography, the figures are often small, either because the panel itself is small, or because they are peripheral border figures.

One further disadvantage of the sgraffito technique is that because it uses a single point, larger areas of gold such as the joiners between lines and the triangular shapes or splashes are harder to achieve neatly. Sgraffito chrysography is often ‘given away’ visually by these tell tale signs.
There is a subtle difference in the visual effect revealed through this subtractive process compared with additive mordant gilded methods. With sgraffito chrysography the gold revealed is burnished and so it is a deeper, richer, smoother gold. It is also beneath rather than on top of the paint layer, and therefore does not stand proud as chrysography using mordant techniques does.

Sgraffito chrysography can be seen on the Icon, exterior St John the Baptist, St Nicholas as a western bishop (c. 1260) from Acre. It can also be observed on the small surrounding saints on the diptych of St Procopius and the Virgin and on the Virgin and Child panel on which the maphorion has circular sgraffito panels. In both these cases, the sgraffito technique is combined with the use of mordant gilding involving pre-cut gold leaf applied to an intermediate substrate.

In the Italian context, sgraffito appears to have gained in popularity from the early- to mid-fourteenth century in Siena where it is seen in the work of Niccolà di Segna, and Simone Martini. Sgraffito was not used for the representation of chrysography in the Italian dugento paintings examined as part of this study. Although there may be earlier examples, the use of sgraffito to depict chrysography was observed in only one instance, on a small fourteenth-century painting by the Maestro della Madonna di Perugia, dated to between 1320 and 1330, at the Galleria Nazionale del’Umbria.

Water gilding left in reserve
As well as the use of sgraffito in the representation of chrysography, another method has been observed in which the water gilding is left in reserve rather than actively scraped away. This method can be seen on the icon of St George and St Theodore. On this icon, the armour has been done in this manner, while the cloaks appear to have been done using sgraffito. In the Italian tradition, this method was known, and it appears to have been used for the inscriptions on Giotto’s Mugello altarpiece, was used on Giotto’s Badia polyptych and on the angels’ wings on Duccio’s Madonna dei Francescani.​[27]​ However, it has not been observed used directly for chrysography on the Italian paintings examined for this study.

Mordant gilding techniques and variants 
Oil gilding and oil/resin gilding –high body mordants
Cennino describes a mordant of this type which comprises heat-bodied (i.e. thickened) drying oil, verdigris, lead white and varnish (a natural resin).​[28]​ This sort of mordant gilding for chrysography was identified in the work of Duccio by the National Gallery, for example on the predella panels of The Annunciation and The Transfiguration from the Maestà.​[29]​ Although only intermittently tested, this technique appears to be the most commonly prevalent in the Italian tradition for the depiction of chrysography, although exact mordant compositions might have varied considerably.  The mordants used in Italian chrysography typically stand proud of the surface of the painting, as they have considerable body. It must be noted that it is not the gold leaf which has this body, but instead the mordant layer. Different painting workshops seem to have favoured different thicknesses of mordants. Duccio’s mordant gilded lines are especially raised (up to 80 microns thick) whereas Giotto’s were 12-14 microns thick).​[30]​

This technique is also very likely that found on some of the eastern icons, for example, the icon of the Archangel Gabriel from St Catherine’s Monastery, Sinai, although the composition of the mordant has not been analysed. 
In this process, the lines of the chrysography are determined by brushing the mordant out in the desired shape and then applying the leaf on top, allowing it to dry and then brushing away the excess. In her historically informed reconstruction of a thirteenth-century Cimabue Crucifix, Lara Broecke noted the need to vary mordant composition depending on the underlying paint passages, and also the need for a ‘release’ layer of glair between oil based glazes and the oil based mordants, in order to prevent the gold leaf from sticking to the paint.​[31]​

Low body mordants 
On a number of icons from St Catherine’s in Sinai, mordant gilded chrysography was observed, but was noted to have much less body, than on most thirteenth-century Italian counterparts. For example, the chrysography on the icon of the Archangel Michael with Donor monk, dating from the early thirteenth century has almost no relief, and has also been pre-cut, as is discussed in the next section.

As well as describing oil/resin mordants, Cennino also gives a recipe for a garlic, lead white and red earth mordant.​[32]​ Depending on the amount of pigment used, this mixture might lack the body found in oil or oil/resin mordants. Dionysius of Fourna, writing about icon painting technique in the eighteenth century describes a number of possible mordants, some oil and resin based, others based on glue.​[33]​ A number of sticky substances (such as garlic juice or resins without oil) might be used for mordants of this type. As yet, the analysis has not been done to answer this question. 

Study by the Benaki museum identified a fluorescent organic mordant on fifteenth-century Cretan works by Angelos, which implies a resin content. They also stated that the mordants on the gilding in Angelos’ work have little body.​[34]​ It is likely that Angelos’ work represents the continuation of an eastern tradition of mordants somewhat distinct from that described by Cennino.

In this process, the chrysography is probably undertaken in the same overall method as for oil and oil/resin mordants. The main difference is in the material substance and thickness of the mordant. 

Pre-cut gold leaf methods
Some icons display a different approach to the application of chrysography from their Italian counterparts. 

In one of the methods, gold leaf is adhered to substrate before being cut to shape and then glued on to the drapery on the panel. The application of gold to the substrate may have been to render it easier to cut and handle than simply cutting the leaf alone. In the case of the diptych of St Procopius and the Virgin and Child, the substrate resembles another metal leaf, and is probably tin foil, but this remains untested. In this case, there are areas where the gold leaf has flaked away from the metal foil beneath, making it likely in this case that gold leaf was glued to the metal leaf below rather than fused onto it. In addition, the thickness of the foil indicates that it is tin rather than silver. The method of applying gold leaf to tin is known in the context of early trecento Italian wall paintings.​[35]​ It would also be possible to apply gold leaf to parchment or paper. 

The gilded tin method was known to Cennino, who describes how to adhere gold to tin using vermeil (a pine resin based yellow-red varnish).​[36]​ Cennino discusses the method as a wall painting technique, and although it was clearly known, it does not appear to have been used in the Italian context for chrysography on panel painting, although it was apparently used to decorate the throne on Cimabue’s Sta Trinità altarpiece. Tin foil lozenges and strips are, however, often found along the edges of Italian altarpieces and Crucifixes of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Nadolny published a cross section showing mordant gilded tin leaf from such a lozenge from a work attributed to Deodato Orlandi.​[37]​ As tin is not as malleable as silver and gold, it is thicker, and forms a foil rather than a leaf.​[38]​ Therefore, it was often pre-cut before application. 

As well as this technique in which the gold leaf is applied to an intermediate substrate, possibly tin, before being cut to the desired shapes, pre-cut gold leaf without an intermediate substrate has been observed on icons at St Catherine’s Monastery. On the c. 1175 icon of the Annunciation, the flowing lines of Gabriel’s chrysography are, remarkably, made up of lengths of pre-cut gold leaf applied to a mordant with little body. Cut gold leaf with no intermediate substrate was also observed on the icon of Saints Theodore and Demetrios. Remarkably, the very finest of lines are done with small fragments of straight cut gold, even those which are circular. The technique is most obvious where it is less exquisitely handled, for example on the icon of the Archangel Michael with Donor monk dating from the early thirteenth century.​[39]​ 

The main documentary source for icon technique, The Painter’s Manual of Dionysius of Fourna does not talk about pre-cutting gold leaf for undertaking fine gilded lines on icons. Dionysius details the use of a garlic and pigment based mordant, to which gold leaf is applied when it is tacky. However, when talking about gilding on walls Dionysius says:
When you have finished the painting, leave it to dry thoroughly and then make the mordant in quantities you think will be sufficient to cover the parts which you will be treating; apply it to the haloes of the saints as well as to any stars there may be.
He then goes on to say that you should wait until the mordant is tacky and next:
Cut the gold leaf with scissors, simultaneously with the paper that holds it, into such pieces as are necessary for the job, and taking up the gold with its paper place it carefully on the place so that it does not crease up and then press down with your finger lightly but skilfully so that the gold sticks on; lift off the paper and brush the area with a hare’s paw.​[40]​ 

It is well-established that there was considerable consistency in icon imagery and technique over centuries, but it is also important to remember that the Byzantine empire was vast, diverse and very long-lived. While Dionysius may not himself have used pre-cut gold for panel paintings, it is notable that a cutting method was cited by him for gilding wall paintings in the eighteenth century, and that that method did not involve the use of an intermediate layer such as tin.

Yellow-glazed or vermeil coated silver, part gold and gold leaf
Although there is considerable consistency in the use of oil and oil/resin based mordant gilding systems for Italian dugento chrysography, there is diversity in the metal leaves used. At times, a yellow-glazed or vermeil coated silver leaf was used instead of gold leaf, as has been identified in the work of Guido da Siena and Duccio di Buoninsegna, specifically on polyptychs no. 7 and 28 from the Siena Pinacoteca and the canvas ‘paliotto’ by Guido da Siena.​[41]​ On Duccio di Buoninsegna’s Polyptych no. 47, mastic was identified as the coating over the silver leaf on the cornice.​[42]​

The use of yellow-glazed silver as opposed to gold leaf might be economically motivated, gold leaf costing some three to seven times more than silver leaf.​[43]​ For example, Duccio apparently used gold leaf on the important and well-funded Maestà commission, and on his small and jewel-like Madonna dei Francescani, whose scale might not preclude the use of genuine gold leaf. However, on his more standard polyptych fare, such as polyptych no. 28, yellow-glazed silver is used instead. Part gold, a layered alloy of gold and silver leaf, has not been identified on chrysography, but that is not to say it is absent, rather that instrumental analysis has not been undertaken. 

Although the distinction between gold leaf and yellow-glazed silver leaf cannot be identified with absolute certainty without analysis, in some circumstances it does appear to be visible to the eye. For example, the altarpiece which has been attributed to Coppo di Marcovaldo, as well as to his son Salerno, from Sta Maria dei Servi in Orvieto appears to have a different treatment of the Virgin’s mantle versus the tunic.​[44]​ The chrysography on the Virgin’s outer mantle appears dull and discoloured in the manner of the yellow-glazed silver positively identified on Duccio’s polyptych no. 28. This contrasts strikingly with the chrysography on the inner garment, which remains untarnished and must be gold leaf. The division between the two types of chrysography appears at the junctions between the two garment types, and therefore is probably not attributable to past restoration. This division may be down to a medieval hierarchy, of the kind which is seen on late-medieval painting in Cologne. There pigment hierarchies were observed, with the more expensive blue pigments being reserved for the inner sancta of winged altarpieces, those cheaper such as indigo being kept for the outer parts. So too in the Cologne paintings, part gold and genuine gold can be seen used hierarchically. Gold grounds were shown always to be undertaken in gold leaf, as almost always were haloes. However, part gold was found very often on the outside of hinged-wing works, and real gold on the inside.​[45]​ An alternative, and complementary explanation might be that the painter was demonstrating his interest in slightly contrasting surface effects. Such an interest in beautifully diverse surface effects rendered in metal leaves is shown on Giotto’s Badia polyptych.​[46]​ Stefano Scarpelli’s diagram of the different gilded techniques on the altarpiece displays numerous subtly contrasting finishes which once would have been more pronounced before the material degradation of some of the components. On this altarpiece there are brushed decorations in tin and mercury, what he terms sgraffito leaf, silver leaf, part gold leaf and oil gilded areas, as well as a water-gilded background executed in gold leaf.

Further technical study is required to assess the extent of the use of vermeil coated silver and part gold on icon chrysography. However, references in the Mappae Clavicula (early ninth century) and Lucca Codex 490 (late eighth/early ninth century), both of which are based on earlier Greek sources, indicate that the glazing of silver and tin with pine resin based vermeils was a known technique.​[47]​ Some diversity of metal leaves would therefore be expected also in that milieu. In fact, glazed silver water gilding has been observed on Sinai icons, specifically the Double-sided Icon with Saints Sergius and Bacchus with the Virgin. The catalogue entry for this icon in the Getty exhibition notes the silver gilt water gilded background and this observation was confirmed on examining this icon at Sinai.​[48]​ 

The techniques for chrysography east and west
All in all, there is greater diversity on the Sinai derived works than those in Italy, where chrysography is broadly created in the same way, using metal leaves on oil/resin mordants. On the Sinai icons, other methods, albeit ones known to Italian painting, such as gilded tin, sgraffito, and paint left in reserve are also found alongside more standard mordant methods. 

The use of pre-cut shorter lengths of gold leaf on many icons of the twelfth and thirteenth century may have been due to the type of mordant available. It may be that the Italian oil-based mordants had a longer working time than those in the east, so larger areas could be gilded at once. Cut gold techniques were consistently observed to be on low body mordants, even where an intermediate substrate, most likely tin, is present. Alternatively, the use of cut gold may have been instead to do with workshop traditions and the supply and thickness of beaten gold. The thickness of gold leaf can be measured in cross section samples, but has not been researched on icons of this period.​[49]​ It has been demonstrated that the gold leaf used by Duccio was thicker than that used today.​[50]​ Indeed, in her historically informed half-sized reconstruction of Cimabue’s Arezzo Crucifix, Lara Broecke found she had to lay a double layer of modern gold leaf in order to achieve the desired gilded effect.​[51]​ The thicker the gold leaf, the easier it would be to handle for the cut gold mordant techniques. Conversely, Cennino stresses that the thinner the gold leaf for oil/resin mordant gilding, the better.​[52]​ Perhaps the most likely explanation is that those icons with cut gold leaf or gold leaf applied to a substrate come from specific, possibly distinct parts of the empire, or represent techniques and local traditions that remained popular only for a set period of time. Certainly, the c. 1175 Annunciation represents pre-cut gold leaf mordant gilding at a virtuoso level.

Much work remains to be done, in identifying different metal leaves, and the components of intermediate layers and mordants, particularly in the eastern context. However, I hope that this chapter highlights the interesting diversity of gilding techniques in thirteenth century painting more broadly, and specifically for the depiction of chrysography. 


Catalogue of Examined Works
1. Acre triptych, exterior St John the Baptist, St Nicholas as a western bishop
c. 1260
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Corinna Rossi, The Treasures of the Monastery of Saint Catherine, The American University in Cairo Press: Cairo, 2006, pp. 192-94; Jaroslav Folda, Crusader art in the Holy Land: From the Third Crusade to the Fall of Acre, 1187-1291, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge and New York, 2005, pp. 310-11, 541.
General notes
The painting has an engaged frame and attached wings, which are thinly veneer cut and have saw marks visible on the exterior wings. The interior wings have pastiglia decoration and the painting appears to be undertaken in egg tempera. The panel has been restored/repainted to an extent in the past, including with fairly recent orange overpaint.
Gilding techniques




Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Corinna Rossi, The Treasures of the Monastery of Saint Catherine, The American University in Cairo Press: Cairo, 2006, p. 148, 150; Jaroslav Folda, Crusader art in the Holy Land: From the Third Crusade to the Fall of Acre, 1187-1291, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge and New York, 2005, pp. 442-443
General notes
Panel with integral frame. A plain weave, medium to coarse cloth has been applied over the panel, followed by a thick white ground, probably of gesso and at least 1mm thick. The verso of the panel is also painted, possibly in porphyry imitation. There appears to be underdrawing visible in the legs of the soldier to Christ’s proper left, just below the knees. This would appear, from a loss in that area, to have been applied over gilding as much of that figure has been painted over background gold in order to allow for the painting of the armour. 
Gilding techniques
The gilding on the background of the panel is burnished water gilding. The chrysography on the figures of the Virgin and St John and on the loincloth of Christ has been undertaken with sgraffito technique, apparently with a fairly thin point. That this point was fairly thin can be seen in the triangular shapes of gold. The paint has therefore been applied over the water gilded leaf of the background and then scratched away to form the chrysography patterns. The only location of mordant gilding on the painting is on top of the blue decoration around the edge of the panel. A loss in this paint showed gilding beneath, therefore it is likely that the blue edging is a later alteration. 

3. Double-Sided Icon with Saints Sergius and Bacchus on horseback, with the Virgin
1260s-70s
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Corinna Rossi, The Treasures of the Monastery of Saint Catherine, The American University in Cairo Press: Cairo, 2006, p. 164; Jaroslav Folda, Crusader art in the Holy Land: From the Third Crusade to the Fall of Acre, 1187-1291, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge and New York, 2005, pp. 338-342.
Robert Nelson and Kristen M. Collins, eds. Holy Image – Hallowed Ground: Icons from Sinai (exhibition at the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles), Los Angeles, 2006, no. 50, pp. 250-251.
General notes
This is a two-sided icon, depicting the warrior saints on the front and a damaged Virgin hodegetria on the reverse. Both of the water-gilded backgrounds are yellow-glazed silver leaf, although this has not been tested instrumentally. The Virgin side looks to be severely overcleaned, like there was possibly another version over the top which has been removed, damaging the original. There are both incisions and underpainting in broad-brushed carbon black visible. 
Gilding techniques




Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Robert Nelson and Kristen M. Collins, eds. Holy Image – Hallowed Ground: Icons from Sinai (exhibition at the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles), Los Angeles, 2006, no. 13, pp. 152-153; Annemarie Weyl Carr in
The Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine Era, A.D. 843-1261, Helen Evans and William Wixom, eds., (exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum, New York), New York, 1997, no. 246, pp. 374-375.
General notes
The water gilding appears to have been undertaken over a red bole. The modelling of the drapery was completed before the chrysography. 
Gilding techniques
The background of the panel is decorated using water gilding. The medallion of the Virgin was gilded and then embellished in paint on top. The chrysography on the figures is undertaken using mordant gilding with cut gold leaf. In a loss, it is possible to see the yellow ochre colour of the thin, low-body mordant which has little body. It is also possible under close observation to see that even the curves are made up of small lengths of pre-cut leaf. The virtuoso handling of the cut gold leaf that makes up the chrysography is breathtaking. It is notable in this case that the artist did not use sgraffito. The panel is relatively small in size, and the amount of leaf applied in mordant is almost the same as that which would have to have been applied in covering the whole areas of Archangel Gabriel. Perhaps concerns over the flaking of paint over gilding had a role in this decision-or the surface effects of the mordant gilding contrasted with the burnished gold was what was sought. 

5. Icon of the Virgin and Child enthroned
First half thirteenth century
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Corinna Rossi, The Treasures of the Monastery of Saint Catherine, The American University in Cairo Press: Cairo, 2006, p. 131; Jaroslav Folda, “Byzantine Chrysography in Crusader Art and Italian Maniera Greca Painting”, in Sonderdruck aus: ΑΝΑΘΗΜΑΤΑ ΕΟΡΤΙΚΑ. Studies in Honor of Thomas F. Mathews, Joseph Alchermes, Helen Evans and Thelma Thomas (eds), Verlag Philipp von Zabern: Mainz am Rhein, 2009, pp. 160-66; Jaroslav Folda, “Sacred Objects with Holy Light: Byzantine Icons with Chrysography”, in Byzantine Religious Culture. Studies in Honor of Alice-Mary Talbot, Denis Sullivan, Elizabeth Fisher and Stratis Papaioannou (eds), Brill: Leiden and Boston, 2012, pp. 155-171.
Gilding techniques
The background of the icon has been decorated using water gilding. The chrysography is mordant gilded using a cut gold leaf applied to an intermediate substrate. Although untested, the substrate resembles metal leaf and is possibly a tin foil. 

6. Diptych with St Procopios and the Virgin and Child Kykkotissa
c. 1280
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Corinna Rossi, The Treasures of the Monastery of Saint Catherine, The American University in Cairo Press: Cairo, 2006, pp. 166-67; Jaroslav Folda, Crusader art in the Holy Land: From the Third Crusade to the Fall of Acre, 1187-1291, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge and New York, 2005, pp. 445, 447-55.
Gilding techniques
This icon is fascinating as it employs several distinct gilding techniques for depicting chrysography and decorative gilded features. The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. Sgraffito is used to depict the chrysography of the clothing of the small saints around the frame. There is also freehand mordant gilding on the Virgin’s headscarf and the robe of the Christ child. On the main figures of St Procopius and the Virgin the gilding is a mordant gilded technique involving gold leaf applied to an intermediate substrate, which has not been tested. Where the gold leaf has flaked off it is possible to see something white and silvery beneath, which resembles a degradation product of tin, and may well be that metal. 

7. Icon of St Gabriel the Archangel
c. 1250-1300
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Corinna Rossi, The Treasures of the Monastery of Saint Catherine, The American University in Cairo Press: Cairo, 2006, p. 151; Helen Evans and William Wixom, eds., The Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine Era, A.D. 843-1261, (exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum, New York), New York, 1997, no. 240, pp. 384-5.
General notes
This painting is paired with another of St Michael that was not examined. Two original battens can be seen on the reverse. They have been nailed on through the front of the panel and the nail heads are visible beneath the picture plane.
Gilding techniques
The background of the panel is water gilded. The punched halo follows an incised line. The chrysography has been undertaken using mordant gilding, but there is no evidence that this was pre-cut. The chrysography technique appears close to that described by Cennino Cennini, and is of fairly high relief.

8. St George and Scenes of his Passion and Miracles
Early 13th century
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Corinna Rossi, The Treasures of the Monastery of Saint Catherine, The American University in Cairo Press: Cairo, 2006, pp. 178-79; Helen Evans and William Wixom, eds., The Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine Era, A.D. 843-1261, (exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum, New York), New York, 1997, no. 228, pp. 372-73.
General notes
A full length figure with an historiated border. This is an example with so-called ‘Sinai’ halos. Examined closely, these are formed of tiny parallel lines, arranged in a circle and must have been undertaken with a form of comb. There is no visible compass hole for this, but it may have been filled in. 
Gilding techniques
The background of the panel is water gilded. The chrysography uses a mordant technique. The gold leaf has been cut to shape before being applied to the panel and is not adhered to an intermediate substrate. The black outlining on the tunic was done before the gilding was applied, suggesting the chrysography was one of the final stages of making the painting. Some areas, such as the staff, were painted over the chrysography, however. 

9. Archangel Michael with Donor Monk
Early 13th century
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Robert Nelson and Kristen M. Collins, eds. Holy Image – Hallowed Ground: Icons from Sinai (exhibition at the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles), Los Angeles, 2006, no. 12, pp. 150-51.
General notes
This panel has another example of a ‘Sinai’ burnished halo. 
Gilding techniques




Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Jaroslav Folda, Crusader art in the Holy Land: From the Third Crusade to the Fall of Acre, 1187-1291, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge and New York, 2005, pp. 455 and 458. 
General notes
This icon has been much restored; the green, red and mustard colours are all non-original, although the figures have been comparatively left along.
Gilding techniques
It is not possible to assess fully the gilding on the background of the panel as it has been covered by overpaint, although the sgraffito on the maphorion would suggest that the background was originally water gilded, as is standard. The chrysography follows the technique which sees the cut gold leaf applied to an intermediate substrate such as tin foil (which this does resemble, but which is untested). The maphorion has circular designs which have been inscribed using a sgraffito technique. 

11. Saints George Diasorites and St Theodore Strateletes on Horseback with the Donor, George Parisis
c. 1260s
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Jaroslav Folda, Crusader art in the Holy Land: From the Third Crusade to the Fall of Acre, 1187-1291, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge and New York, 2005, pp. 139, 546; Helen Evans and William Wixom, eds., The Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine Era, A.D. 843-1261, (exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum, New York), New York, 1997, no. 231, pp. 376.
Gilding techniques
The panel has been water gilded and then the painting has been undertaken. The armour and tunics have been painted leaving the gilding visible, in effect, in reserve. The flying cloaks, on the other hand, appear to have been decorated using sgraffito.

12. Christ as the Ancient of Days
7th century
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Robert Nelson and Kristen M. Collins, eds. Holy Image – Hallowed Ground: Icons from Sinai (exhibition at the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles), Los Angeles, 2006, p. 46; Kathleen Corrigan, “Visualizing the Divine: An Early Byzantine Icon of the ‘Ancient of Days’ at Mount Sinai”, in Approaching the Holy Mountain: Art and Liturgy at St Catherine’s Monastery in the Sinai, eds. S. E. J. Gerstel (​http:​/​​/​www.brepols.net​/​Pages​/​ShowAuthor.aspx?lid=133074​), and R. S. Nelson (​http:​/​​/​www.brepols.net​/​Pages​/​ShowAuthor.aspx?lid=134513​), Brepols: Turnhout, pp. 285-303.
General notes
This icon appears to be of mixed technique. The central figure is undertaken in encaustic. The water gilded background appears to be on gesso.
Gilding techniques
The probable gesso background around the mandorla means that it is possible to conduct water gilding in this area and to burnish the gold to a deep shine. The chrysography on the robes of Christ has been applied to the wax with little or no body, but either applying a thin mordant or by softening the encaustic in some way. The chrysography on the robes was outlined in incised lines before the gilding was applied.

13. The Virgin and Child Hodegetria 
c. 1260s
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Sinai
Select bibliography
Jaroslav Folda, Crusader art in the Holy Land: From the Third Crusade to the Fall of Acre, 1187-1291, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge and New York, 2005, pp. 455, 534-535, pl, 11.
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The chrysography on the icon is undertaken with cut gold leaf with no substrate. The mordant is visible where the gold leaf has flaked away and is yellow ochre in colour. 

14. Duccio di Buoninsegna, The Maestà 
1308-11
Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena, National Gallery, London, Thyssen Collection, Lugano,
Frick Collection, New York, Kimbell Art Museum, Forth Worth, National Gallery, Washington, The Philadelphia Museum of Art, Mount Holyoke College Art Museum, South Hadley, Mass.
Select bibliography
John White, Duccio. Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, Thames and Hudson:  London 1979, pp. 80-135; David Bomford et al., Art in the Making: Italian painting before 1400, London, 1990, pp. 72-89; Alessandro Bagnoli, Roberto Bartalini, Luciano Bellosi, Michel Laclotte, Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, pp. 208-233.
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf, as has been shown by cross sections. The chrysography has been undertaken using mordant gilding with high relief, demonstrated by the National Gallery in London to be a mixture of lead white, ochre, red lead, verdigris and oil. On the National Gallery panels, the metal leaf is gold, and has not been pre-cut. The technique appears to be consistent on the other surviving parts of The Maestà and to be close to the method described by Cennino Cennini.

15. Duccio di Buoninsegna, The Crevole Madonna
c. 1280
Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena
Select bibliography
John White, Duccio. Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, Thames and Hudson:  London 1979, pp. 23-45; Alessandro Bagnoli, Roberto Bartalini, Luciano Bellosi, Michel Laclotte, Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, pp. 152-55
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The chrysography on the Crevole Madonna is undertaken with a mordant gilding technique close to that described by Cennino Cennini. The mordant has the same high body as other works by Duccio. The metal leaf has not been tested, but its dull colour may indicate the use of a glazed silver leaf.

16. Duccio di Buoninsegna, The Rucellai Madonna
1285
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence
Select bibliography
John White, Duccio. Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, Thames and Hudson:  London 1979, pp. 32-45.
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The chrysography on the Rucellai Madonna is undertaken with a mordant gilding technique close to that described by Cennino Cennini. The mordant has the same high body as other works by Duccio. The metal leaf has not been tested, but its dull colour may indicate the use of a glazed silver leaf.





John White, Duccio. Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, Thames and Hudson:  London 1979, pp. 62-79; Alessandro Bagnoli, Roberto Bartalini, Luciano Bellosi, Michel Laclotte, Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, pp. 200-207.
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The chrysography on this painting has been analysed using X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) by M. A. Lazzari and C. Merlo from the Università degli Studi di Siena.​[53]​ The mordant appears to be iron containing (from ochres) and the metal leaf is silver leaf, which therefore must have been glazed with an organic yellow. The duller tone of the chrysography is distinct from the gold leaf chrysography seen, for example, on the Maestà.





John White, Duccio. Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, Thames and Hudson:  London 1979, pp. 62-79; Alessandro Bagnoli, Roberto Bartalini, Luciano Bellosi, Michel Laclotte, Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, pp. 234-43.
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The chrysography on this painting has the same duller tone associated with the use of vermeil glazed silver that has been confirmed by analysis on Polyptych no. 28. Although the chrysography itself has not been tested, analysis has been undertaken on some of the metal leaf decorations on the painting, specifically the decorations of the frame, and on the yellow glaze over silver. The glaze was revealed, through the use of Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry to be mastic. A reconstruction by Elena Pinzauti indicates the original scheme of gold and silver decoration on the frame of the polyptych.​[54]​ 

19. Duccio di Buoninsegna, Madonna and Child, no. 29
c. 1300-05
Galleria Nazionale dell’Umbria, Perugia
Select bibliography
John White, Duccio. Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, Thames and Hudson:  London 1979, pp. 62-79; Alessandro Bagnoli, Roberto Bartalini, Luciano Bellosi, Michel Laclotte, Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, pp. 198-199.
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The chrysography on the Rucellai Madonna is undertaken with a mordant gilding technique close to that described by Cennino Cennini. The mordant has the same high body as other works by Duccio. The metal leaf has not been tested, but its dull colour may indicate the use of a glazed silver leaf.

20. Cimabue, Virgin and Child enthroned with Angels from Sta Trinità, Florence
c. 1285-1300
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence, no. 8343
Select bibliography
Luciano Bellosi, Cimabue, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, 1998, pp. .
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The linear decorations on the throne are undertaken using a cut foil, probably tin. It does not seem that this was necessarily ever gilded. This technique is described by Cennino Cennini as a method for wall paintings, and Cimabue is known for several large-scale cycles. The chrysography on the figures themselves is done using a mordant gilded technique close to that described by Cennino Cennini, but it is not known whether gold or glazed-silver leaf was used for this.

21. San Bernardino Master, Virgin and Child Enthroned 
1262
Pinacoteca Nazionale, Siena, no. 16
Select bibliography
Alessandro Bagnoli, Roberto Bartalini, Luciano Bellosi, Michel Laclotte, Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, pp. 52-53.
Gilding techniques
This painting is a monumental Virgin and Child which has been cut down in size. The gilding on the background of this panel is water gilding in gold leaf on a red bole. Sections of the drapery are loosely outlined in incisions but the chrysography is generally freehand. The chrysography has been undertaken using metal leaf applied to a mordant. Although the leaf has not been tested, it has the characteristic appearance very alike to other altarpieces which use silver leaf, with an organic glaze/varnish on top. This has been verified using XRF analysis in the case of two Sienese altarpieces, no. 6 by Guido da Siena and no. 28 by Duccio di Buoninsegna.​[55]​ As well as the chrysography, there are also silver gilded eagles on the cloth of honour. 

22. Workshop of Guido da Siena, Madonna and Child with Four Saints, Polyptych no. 6
c. 1275
Pinacoteca Nazionale, Siena, no. 6
Select bibliography
John White, Duccio. Tuscan Art and the Medieval Workshop, Thames and Hudson:  London 1979, pp. 66-68; James Stubblebine, Guido da Siena, Princeton, 1964, pp. 14-15, 66-67, no. 7, fig. 33; Luciano Bellosi, “Per un contest cimabuesco senese: a) Guido da Siena e il probabile Dietisalvi di Speme”, Prospettiva, 61, 1991, pp. 6-20. 
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded using gold leaf. The chrysography on this painting has been analysed using X-Ray Fluorescence by M. Lazzari and C. Merlo from the Università degli Studi di Siena.​[56]​ The mordant appears to be iron containing (from ochres) and the metal leaf is silver leaf, which therefore must have been glazed with an organic yellow. The duller tone of the chrysography is distinct from the gold leaf chrysography seen, for example, on the Maestà. Numerous incisions can be seen as part of the planning process for the chrysography on the drapery. These are more numerous than, for example, on no. 16 by the San Bernardino master. The intrados has silver-coloured lozenges on the trefoil arch. These are a thicker foil, probably tin, and have been cut into squares and then applied. St Paul’s silver leaf sword was undertaken after the chrysography on the figures, as it covers over it. Chrysography was therefore among the later painting stages, but not the final stage of the painting process in this case.

23. Guido da Siena, Madonna and Child with Four Saints, Polyptych no. 7
c. 1275
Pinacoteca Nazionale, Siena, no. 7
Select bibliography
James Stubblebine, Guido da Siena, Princeton, 1964, pp. 22-26, no. 11, fig. 7; Alessandro Bagnoli, Roberto Bartalini, Luciano Bellosi, Michel Laclotte, Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, pp. 62-65.
Gilding techniques
The catalogue entry for the Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese exhibition states that a yellow glaze was removed from silver leaf in a restoration of 1931. The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf, apparently over a red bole. The chrysography on the figures is undertaken with a mordant gilding technique close to that described by Cennino Cennini. The metal leaf has not been tested, but its dull colour may indicate the use of a yellow glazed silver leaf, as evidently was previously found elsewhere on the painting (for example, probably in the inscription) before the 1931 restoration.





James Stubblebine, Guido da Siena, Princeton, 1964, pp. 72-75; Alessandro Bagnoli, Roberto Bartalini, Luciano Bellosi, Michel Laclotte, Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, pp. 54-57.
 Gilding techniques
It was not possible to view this painting at close range, as it is a devotional object in the Cathedral of Siena. However, detailed photography in the Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese catalogue indicates the use of a water gilded background and mordant gilded chrysography. It is not possible to tell whether gold or silver leaf has been used for the chrysography, but cut gold techniques can be excluded.

25. Coppo di Marcovaldo, The Madonna del Bordone
1261
Sta Maria dei Servi, Siena
Select bibliography
Cesare Brandi, “Il restauro della Madonna di Coppo di Marcovaldo nella chiesa dei Servi di Siena”, Bolletino d’Arte, XXXV, 1950, pp. 160-70.
Gilding techniques
As Brandi noted, much of the cloak and tunic of the Virgin is painted over water gilded silver leaf. The chrysography on the Virgin’s clothing remains rather brightly gold in colour, and may be genuine gold leaf. The method is mordant gilding, similar to the manner described by Cennino Cennini. The gold was not pre-cut.

26. Workshop of Guido da Siena, Madonna and Child with Four Saints (Madonna Galli Dunn)
c. 1270-80
Pinacoteca Nazionale, Siena, no. 587
Select bibliography
James Stubblebine, Guido da Siena, Princeton, 1964, pp. 16, 59, 80, no. 8; Luciano Bellosi, “Per un contest cimabuesco senese: a) Guido da Siena e il probabile Dietisalvi di Speme”, Prospettiva, 61, 1991, pp. 6-20; Alessandro Bagnoli, Roberto Bartalini, Luciano Bellosi, Michel Laclotte, Duccio. Alle origini della pittura senese, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, pp. 52-53. 
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The chrysography on the figures is undertaken with a mordant gilding technique close to that described by Cennino Cennini. The metal leaf has not been tested, but its dull colour may indicate the use of a yellow glazed silver leaf. 

27. Guido da Siena, Madonna and Child enthroned
c. 1270-80
Galleria dell’Accademia, Florence, no. 435
Select bibliography
James Stubblebine, Guido da Siena, Princeton, 1964, pp. 10, 11, 76-77, no. 11, fig. 39; Luciano Bellosi, “Per un contest cimabuesco senese: a) Guido da Siena e il probabile Dietisalvi di Speme”, Prospettiva, 61, 1991, pp. 6-20.
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The chrysography on the figures is undertaken with a mordant gilding technique close to that described by Cennino Cennini. The metal leaf has not been tested, and as there is a discoloured varnish, it is unclear whether it is gold leaf or silver leaf.  





James Stubblebine, Guido da Siena, Princeton, 1964, pp. 30-60.
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The chrysography on the figures is undertaken with a mordant gilding technique like that described by Cennino Cennini. The metal leaf has not been tested, and as there is a discoloured varnish present, it is unknown whether it is gold leaf or silver leaf.  

29. Giunta Pisano, Processional Crucifix
c. 1250
Museo Nazionale di San Matteo, Pisa, no. 2325
Select bibliography
Mariagiulia Burresi and Antonino Caleca, Cimabue a Pisa. La pittura pisana del Duecento da Giunta a Giotto, Pacini editore: Pisa, 2005, pp. 120-21
Gilding techniques
The background of the front of the painting is water gilded in gold leaf. The verso of the painting in glazed silver.​[57]​ The chrysography has been tested with XRF, and was gilded with gold leaf according to the method described by Cennino Cennini. The silver-coloured lozenges which edge the cross were shown to be made from tin foil. 

30. Madonna and Child with Two Angels
c. 1250-1300
Museo Nazionale di San Matteo, Pisa, no. 1575
Select bibliography
Mariagiulia Burresi and Antonino Caleca, Cimabue a Pisa. La pittura pisana del Duecento da Giunta a Giotto, Pacini editore: Pisa, 2005, pp. 197
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is undertaken in gold leaf over a red bole. The chrysography  is mordant gilded, but has not been tested. Its brightness would imply that gold leaf has been used. The border of the Virgin’s tunic and Christ’s clavi are tooled water gilding left in reserve.

31. Maestro di San Martino, Madonna and Child with the story of Joachim and Anna
c. 1260-70
Museo Nazionale di San Matteo, Pisa, no. 1584
Select bibliography
Mariagiulia Burresi and Antonino Caleca, Cimabue a Pisa. La pittura pisana del Duecento da Giunta a Giotto, Pacini editore: Pisa, 2005, pp. 157-61
Gilding techniques
The chrysography has been undertaken using a mordant gilding technique. The metal leaf has not been tested. The silver-coloured lozenges around the throne are pre-cut and are likely to be tin foil, as the foil is thicker than leaf.

32. Maestro di San Martino, Terminus of a Crucifix
c. 1260-70
Museo Nazionale di San Matteo, Pisa, no. 1579
Select bibliography
Mariagiulia Burresi and Antonino Caleca, Cimabue a Pisa. La pittura pisana del Duecento da Giunta a Giotto, Pacini editore: Pisa, 2005, pp. 164
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is undertaken in gold leaf using water gilding. The chrysography  is mordant gilded, and the mordant appears quite thin and resinous. The metal leaf has oxidised heavily and is probably silver leaf, originally glazed with vermeil.

33. Maestro di San Martino,  Saint Anne enthroned with the Virgin and two angels
c. 1260-70
Museo Nazionale di San Matteo, Pisa, no. 1585
Select bibliography
Mariagiulia Burresi and Antonino Caleca, Cimabue a Pisa. La pittura pisana del Duecento da Giunta a Giotto, Pacini editore: Pisa, 2005, pp. 162-63

Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is undertaken in gold leaf using water gilding. The chrysography  is mordant gilded, and the mordant appears quite thin and resinous. The metal leaf has degraded to a large extent, which may indicate the presence of silver, but this is untested.

34. Maestro di San Martino, Madonna and Child
c. 1250-1300
Museo Nazionale di San Matteo, Pisa, no. 5725
Select bibliography
Mariagiulia Burresi and Antonino Caleca, Cimabue a Pisa. La pittura pisana del Duecento da Giunta a Giotto, Pacini editore: Pisa, 2005, p. 165
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is quite heavily abraded, but appears to have been undertaken using gold leaf water gilded over red bole. The chrysography has been done in the mordant gilded method, similar to that described by Cennino Cennini, although it is not clear what type of metal leaf has been used.

35. Maestro di Santa Marta, Dossal of Christ Pantocrator, the Virgin, John the Baptist, St Catherine and St Silvester
c. 1250
Museo Nazionale di San Matteo, Pisa, no. 1582
Select bibliography
Mariagiulia Burresi and Antonino Caleca, Cimabue a Pisa. La pittura pisana del Duecento da Giunta a Giotto, Pacini editore: Pisa, 2005, pp. 202-03
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is undertaken in gold leaf over a red bole. The chrysography  is mordant gilded, but has not been tested. Its brightness would imply that gold leaf has been used.

36. Master of the Marzolini Triptych, Madonna and Child with Scenes from the Life of Christ
c. 1275-85
Galleria Nazionale d’Umbria, Perugia, 877
Select bibliography
Luciano Bellosi, Cimabue, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, 1998, pp. 243-44.
Gilding techniques
The background of the panel is water gilded. The mordant on which the chrysography is placed appears to contain yellow ochre. The leaf is untested, but remains very bright and untarnished, and is likely to be gold leaf. 

37. Circle of Guido da Siena, Virgin and Child enthroned
c. 1260-70
Museo Statale d’Arte Medioevale e Moderna,  no. 2
Select bibliography
James Stubblebine, Guido da Siena, Princeton, 1964, pp. 64-65; Luciano Bellosi, “Per un contest cimabuesco senese: a) Guido da Siena e il probabile Dietisalvi di Speme”, Prospettiva, 61, 1991, pp. 6-20.
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is undertaken in gold leaf over a red bole. The chrysography  is mordant gilded, but has not been tested. Its brightness would imply that gold leaf has been used.

38. Virgin and Child enthroned with Angels
c. 1265-70
Palazzo papale, Orvieto 
Select bibliography 
Luciano Bellosi, Cimabue, Silvana Editoriale: Milan, 1998, p. 131
Gilding techniques
The background of the painting is water gilded. The chrysography is mordant gilding of the type described by Cennino Cennin. On the Virgin’s outer mantle, it looks dull and discoloured in the manner of yellow-glazed silver. This contrasts strikingly with the chrysography on the inner garment, which remains untarnished and must be gold leaf. The division between the two types of chrysography appears at the junctions between the two garment types, and therefore is probably not attributable to past restoration.

39. Byzantine Madonna and Child
c. 1250
Church of the Carmine, Siena
Select bibliography 
Hans Belting, Likeness and Presence: A History of the Image Before the Era of Art, University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1993, p. 341
Gilding techniques
The painting has a water gilded background. The chrysography has been undertaken using a mordant gilded method. The mordant layer is low-bodied and thin, with little relief in raking light, unlike most Italian examples. It appears, from its good and bright condition, that gold leaf has likely been used for the chrysography. 

40. Master of Saints Cosmas and Damian, Madonna dei  Mantellini
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